Abstract. Recommender systems suggest users information items they may be interested in. User profiles or usage data are compared with some reference characteristics, which may belong to the items (content-based approach), or to other users in the same context (collaborative filtering approach). These items are usually presented as a ranking, where the more relevant an item is predicted to be for a user, the higher it appears in the ranking. In this scenario, a preferential order has to be inferred, and therefore, preference learning methods can be naturally helpful. The relevant recommendation model features for the learningbased enhancements explored in this work comprise parameters of the recommendation algorithms, and user-related attributes. In the researched approach, machine learning techniques are used to discover which model features are relevant in providing accurate recommendations. The assessment of relevant model features, which is the focus of this paper, is envisioned as the first step in a learning cycle in which improved recommendation models are produced and executed after the discovery step, based on the findings that result from it.
Introduction
A recommender system suggests a user products or services he might be interested in. Tastes, interests and goals are explicitly declared by the user, or implicitly inferred by the system based on the user's behavior. User profiles and usage data are then compared to some reference characteristics, which might belong to the recommended items (in content-based approaches) [22] , to the user's social environment (in collaborative filtering approaches, CF) [18, 19] , or to both information sources (in hybrid approaches) [6] . These comparisons usually result in numeric preference values that are used to rank (order) the suggested items for the user. The recommendation process can thus be considered as an information-ranking problem where a suitable preference model, consisting of user interests, item content features, and system settings, has to be built.
In this context, research efforts to date can be said to have mainly focused on the study of the improvement of the recommendation algorithms by using all the available knowledge and profiling information. However, few studies have addressed the issue of finding out which of the preference model characteristics are actually most significant when accurate and non-accurate recommendations are generated. If these characteristics were identified, recommendation strategies could be enhanced by reinforcing or turning down their dependencies with specific stereotypes of users and items.
We thus envision the construction of a recommender system as a virtuous cycle with three main steps. First, an initial recommendation model is created with all the available information. This model is used to compute suggestions for the given user and item repositories. Next, the obtained outputs are analyzed in order to evince links between specific (input) model characteristics and the quality of recommendations. Finally, considering and adapting the identified characteristics, a new recommendation model, which is expected to generate more accurate results, is produced. The main challenge in this cycle, which is the focus of the research presented here, is in the second step, namely, how to discern (learn) those relevant preference model characteristics based on sets of system inputs, outputs, and user feedback.
In our proposed approach, Machine Learning (ML) techniques are used as a tool to determine which user and system characteristics are shared by most of the top items in a recommendation ranking. Specifically, for each recommendation evaluated (rated) by the user, a training sample is created. The attributes of the sample are the characteristics we aim to analyze, and their values are obtained from log information databases. The class of the training example can be assigned two possible values, correct and incorrect, depending on whether the user evaluated the corresponding recommendation as relevant or irrelevant. By classifying these examples, a ML algorithm facilitates the analysis of the above preference characteristics.
We have tested this proposal with News@hand [8] , a news recommender system that suggests news articles according to several recommendation models, namely: 1) a personalized content-based model, the item suggestions from which are based on longterm user profiles [9] , 2) a context-aware model that exploits user preferences which are not expressed in the user profile, but can be implicitly detected in the current user recommendation context [23] , and 3) a collaborative model that finds and exploits implicit interest relations among users to provide enriched recommendations [7] .
As described in the following, the identification of the user profile features and system settings from which each recommendation model should be executed is achieved by means of decision trees. The easy interpretability, the possibility of adding prior knowledge, and the selection of most informative attributes are the main advantages brought by of the ML techniques to our recommendation mechanisms.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of related works in which ML techniques have been applied to automatically learn preferences in personalized content retrieval, recommender and adaptive systems. Section 3 introduces News@hand, the news recommender system in which our preference analysis proposal is evaluated. Along with this system, the base recommendation algorithms, and the attributes that have been chosen for the analyzed samples are also described. Section 4 briefly explains decision trees, the ML techniques used in our proposal. Section 5 reports on the conducted experiments to evaluate the proposed approach. Finally, Section 6 concludes with some discussion and future research lines.
Related Work
ML techniques are useful when huge amounts of data have to be classified and analyzed, which nowadays is a very common situation in many scenarios, such as web information exploitation [20] . They have also proved to be of use in adaptive e-learning environments, where student data is used to adapt a system to user preferences and capabilities in order to facilitate the learning process. Hence, for example, in Becker and Marquardt's work [3] , students' logs are analyzed with the goal of finding patterns that reveal the system browsing paths followed by students. Talavera and Gaudioso [21] use classification techniques to analyze student behavior in a cooperative learning environment. Their main goal is to discover patterns that reflect the students' behavior, supporting tutoring activities on virtual learning communities.
Other authors have also investigated the application of these techniques to Recommender Systems [28] , evaluating the performance of personalization mechanisms, particularly Adaptive Hypermedia Systems (AHS) and Adaptive Educational Systems (AES) [5] . For example, Zaïane proposed using association rules in AEH domains [27] . His work focuses on two basic points: the first point is to give automated support to students who take an online course proposing the use of advising systems; the second is to support the instructor in identifying student behavior patterns, based on the information that students provide when taking online courses. In the same context, Vialardi et al. [25] use data mining techniques to discover and present relevant pedagogic knowledge to the teachers. They propose to use classification trees and association rules to detect opportunities for improvement on the adaptation decisions of an AES. In [2] , several examples where ML techniques are used to learn a user model (based on previous ratings) and classify unseen items are explained. A review of these techniques is also given by Adomavicius and Tuzhilin in [2] , where Decision Trees, Clustering, Artificial Neural Networks and Bayesian classifiers are mentioned. Our system also takes into consideration the current user's interest context [23] , which is similar to the idea of using short and long term profiles explained in [17] .
Despite the above works, to our knowledge, there have been few attempts to use ML techniques as we propose here. In our approach, ML techniques are used to evaluate the system to make explicit improvement on its performance. In this way, we are more interested in the model generated (which variables are more informative, which can be discarded by the model, etc.) by the ML techniques than in the classification itself. This is different from the above approaches, where ML techniques are used as an integrated part of the (recommender, learning) system. Nevertheless, a similar idea can be seen in [24] , where ML techniques find patterns for assisting adaptive hypermedia authors during design and evaluation phases. The authors build a model representing the student behavior on a particular course, and use it to obtain and exploit a vision of the behavior and performance of student groups.
News@hand: a news recommender system
News@hand is a news recommender system that combines textual features and collaborative information to make news suggestions, and uses a controlled and structured vocabulary to describe user preferences and news contents. For this purpose, it makes use of Semantic Web technologies. News items and user profiles are represented in terms of concepts appearing in domain ontologies. For example, a news item about a particular football match could be annotated with general concepts as "football" and "match", or specific instances of football teams and players (e.g., Real Madrid F.C., Zinedine Zidane).
More specifically, user preferences are described as vectors ( , ,..., )
of concept weights, in the same vector-space as user preferences. Ontology concept-based preferences are more precise, and reduce the effect of the ambiguity caused by simple keyword terms. For instance, if a user states an interest for the keyword "java", a system might not have information to distinguish Java, the programming language, from Java, the Pacific island. However, a preference stated as "ProgrammingLanguage:Java" (this is read as the instance Java from the Programming Language class) lets the system understand unambiguously the preference of the user, and also allows the exploitation of more appropriate related semantics (e.g., synonym, hypernym, subsumption, etc.). This, together with disambiguation techniques, might lead to the effective recommendation of text-annotated items.
In News@hand (Figure 1 ), news items are classified in 8 different sections: headlines, world, business, technology, science, health, sports and entertainment. When the user is not logged in the system, he can browse any of the previous sections, but the items are listed without any personalization criterion. He can only sort them by their publication date, source, or level of popularity (i.e., according to a classic rating-based CF mechanism). On the other hand, when the user is logged in the system, recommendation and profile edition functionalities are enabled, and the user can browse the news according to his and others' semantic preferences in different ways. Short and long term preferences are considered. Click history is used to define the short-term user preferences, and the resultant rankings can be adapted to the current context of interest. Characteristics such as the topic section, the type of recommendation (personalized, context-aware, collaborative), and the number of the page in which accurate recommendations appear are analyzed by our preference learning proposal.
Semantic expansion of preference
Semantic relations among concepts are exploited to enrich the proposed ontologybased knowledge representations, and are incorporated within the recommendation processes. For instance, a user interested in animals (superclass of dog) is also recommended items about dogs. Inversely, a user interested in skiing, snowboarding and ice hockey can be inferred with a certain confidence to be globally interested in winter sports. Also, a user keen on Spain can be assumed to like Madrid, through locatedIn transitive relation, assuming that this relation had been seen as relevant for inferring previous underlying user's interests.
We have developed [23] a semantic preference spreading mechanism that expands the initial set of preferences stored in user profiles through explicit semantic relations with other concepts in the ontology (Figure 2 ). The approach is based on the so-called Constrained Spreading Activation (CSA) strategy [13, 14, 15] . The expansion is selfcontrolled by applying a decay factor to the intensity of preference each time a relation is traversed, and taking into account constraints (threshold weights) during the spreading process. News@hand recommendation models output ranked lists of content items taking into account not only the initial user profiles, but also the semantic extension of user preferences and item annotations. The question of whether our semantic expansion technique really benefits the obtaining of more accurate item suggestions is in fact one preference characteristic we analyze in this work.
Architecture
Figure 3 depicts how ontology-based item descriptions and user profiles are created in News@hand. News items are automatic and periodically retrieved from several on-line news services via RSS feeds. The title, summary and category of the retrieved news are then annotated with concepts of the system domain ontologies. Thus, for example, all the news about actors, actresses, and similar terms might be annotated with the concept "actor". A TF-IDF technique is applied to assign weights to the annotated concepts.
With a client/server architecture, users utilize a web interface to receive on-line news recommendations, and update their profiles. A dynamic graphical interface allows the system to automatically store all the users' inputs, analyze their behavior, and adjust the news recommendations in real time. Explicit and implicit user interests are taking into account, via manual preferences, tags and ratings, and via automatic learning from the users' actions.
Deriving benefit from the semantically annotated news items, the defined ontologybased user profiles, and the knowledge represented by the domain ontologies, a set of recommendation algorithms is executed. Among other approaches, News@hand offers personalized [23] , context-aware [9] and collaborative multi-facet recommendations [7] . Configurations and combinations of the above recommendation models are model feature characteristics included in the study presented herein. 
Content-based recommendations
Our notion of personalized content retrieval is based on a matching algorithm that provides a relevance measure pref(u m ,d n ) of an item d n for a user u m . This measure is set according to the semantic preferences of the user and the semantic annotations of the item and based on cosine-based vector similarities
The formula matches two weighted-concept vectors, and produces a value in [-1,+1]. Values close to -1 are obtained when the vectors are dissimilar, and indicate that user preferences negatively match the content metadata. On the other hand, values close to +1 indicate that user preferences significantly match the content metadata, which means a potential interest of the user for the item.
The content-based recommendation results can be combined with query-based scores without personalization [12] , and semantic context information, to produce combined rankings. This last approach is described in the next section.
In this model, the size of the user profile will be a reference characteristic to be studied when accurate recommendations are obtained.
Context-aware recommendations
We propose a particular notion of context, useful in semantic content retrieval: that of semantic runtime context, which we define as the background topics under which user activities occur within a given unit of time. A runtime context is represented in our approach [9, 23] as a set of weighted concepts from the domain ontologies. This set is obtained by collecting the concepts that have been involved in the interaction of the user (e.g., accessed items) during a session.
The context is built in such a way that the importance (weight) of concepts fades away with time (number of accesses back when the concept was referenced) by a decay factor ξ in [0, 1]:
where
K is a vector whose components measure the degree in which the concepts c k are involved in the user's request at time t. This vector can be defined in multiple ways, depending on the application: a query concept-vector (if a request is expressed in term of a concept-based search query), a concept vector containing the most relevant concepts in a document (if a request is a "view document" request), the average concept-vector corresponding to a set of items marked as relevant by the user (if a request is a relevance feedback step), etc.
Once the context is built, a contextual activation of preferences is achieved by finding semantic paths linking preferences to context, as follows:
where λ in [0, 1] measures the strength of the personalization component with respect to the current context. This parameter could be manually established by the user, or dynamically adapted by the system according to multiple factors, such as the current size of the context, the automatic detection of a change in the user's search focus, etc. The perceived effect of contextualization is that user interests that are out of focus, under a given context, are disregarded, reinforcing those that are in the semantic scope of the ongoing user activity are considered for recommendation (see Figure 4) .
Analogously to the personalization model, where the size of the user profile is a critical aspect, the context-aware recommendation approach will be affected by the size and precision of the current semantic context. These characteristics will be also included in the analytical experiments. 
Collaborative recommendations
Collaborative filtering techniques match people with similar preferences in order to make recommendations. Unlike content-based methods, collaborative recommender systems aim to predict the utility of items for a particular user according to the items previously evaluated by others [18, 19] . One of the main benefits of these approaches is the possibility to recommend items that do not share features with respect to the items rated in the past by the user. However, these approaches introduce certain problems [1] ; for example, a new item cannot be recommended to a user until other users rate it.
The utility gain function g(u m ,i n ) of item i n   for user u m   is estimated based on the utilities g(u j ,i n ) assigned to item i n by those users u j that are "similar" to user u m . In this work, we use two different well-known collaborative filtering approaches: userbased and item-based [18, 19] . In the first situation, the following approach has been taken: 
where the similarity function is called Pearson correlation.
In the item-based situation, we use a similar formulation: The predicted value g(u m ,i n ) is a very solid information source in order to know if the above algorithms would work in a real scenario, so we will study it in our experiments, along with the type of collaborative filtering technique used.
Log database
The system monitors all the actions the user performs, and gathers them in a log database. Table 1 shows the attributes of the database tables. In this work, we focus on the user evaluation and browsing tables, which respectively store information about ratings and rated items, and system configurations for specific actions. The database tables share a session identifier that allows us to recognize relationships among actions. More specifically, given a row from the user evaluation table, we extract the session identifier, the rated item, and the action timestamp in order to infer which system configuration was at that moment, as follows:
1. Get all the browsing actions matching a given session identifier. 2. Select the actions with the same item identifier, previously extracted from the browsing table. 3. Use the timestamp to obtain the system configuration, such as user profile weight (0 if personalization is off), and context weight.
Decision Trees for Model Feature Learning
The main goal of our research is twofold: the creation of training samples that correspond to positive (relevant) and negative (non-relevant) recommendation cases, and the analysis of these samples with ML techniques in order to determine which model features seem to be most significant to provide either positive and negative recommendations.
In this section, we describe the ML algorithms applied for our model feature learning purposes. We focus on one of these techniques: Decision Trees. However, a previous work also explored Attribute Selection technique [4] . Information for creating the samples is obtained from the log database introduced in section 3.6.
Decision Trees apply a divide-and-conquer strategy for producing classifiers with the following benefits [16] :
 They are interpretable.  They enable an easy attachment of prior knowledge from human expert.  They tend to select the most informative attributes measuring their entropy, boosting them to their top levels.  They are useful for non-metric data (the represented queries do not require any notion of metric, as they can be asked in a "yes/no", "true/false" or other discrete value set representations). However, despite these advantages, Decision Trees are usually over-fitted and might not generalize well to independent test sets. Two possible solutions are applicable: stopped splitting and pruning. C4.5 is one of the most common algorithms to build Decision Trees, and uses heuristics for pruning based on statistical significance of splits. In the experiments, we make use of its well-known revision J4.8.
It is worth noting that in this paper we are interested in the model generated by this classifier, instead of its predictive power. Proceeding in this way, Decision Trees will show which attributes are more informative (those appearing at the top of the tree), and which of their values tend to classify an instance as positive or negative.
Experiments
The experiments have been conducted using News@hand system, presented in Section 3. In the following, a description of the system item database and knowledge repository is provided. We also explain the two different experiments performed (stages from now on), including the tasks and phases fulfilled by users during the evaluation, and conclude with the obtained results.
News item database and Knowledge repository
For two months, RSS feeds were collected on a daily basis. A total of 9,698 news items were stored. With this dataset, we run our semantic annotation mechanism mentioned in section 3.2, and a total of 66,378 annotations were obtained. For more details, see [11] .
A set of 17 ontologies is used by the current version of the system. They are adaptations of the IPTC ontology 1 , which contains concepts of multiple domains such as education, culture, politics, religion, science, technology, business, health, entertainment, sports, weather, etc. They have been populated with concepts appearing in the gathered news items using semantic information from Wikipedia, and applying a population mechanism explained in [11] . A total of 137,254 Wikipedia entries were used to populate 744 ontology classes with 121,135 instances.
Experimental setup
Two different stages have been designed in order to discover which model features are relevant in providing accurate recommendations. The first one is focused on personalization functionalities, in particular: ontology-based content retrieval, and semantic context-aware personalization. Ontology-based content retrieval is tested against a keyword-based approach, whilst context-aware personalization is turned on and off in order to investigate its contribution to the user's experience. Another important part of these methods has also been evaluated: semantic expansion of preferences.
In the second stage, we analyze which features of our model are more influential when using a collaborative filtering algorithm. With this objective in mind, we have integrated two well-known, state-of-the-art collaborative filtering algorithms into the system, and studied their discriminative power for classifying a news item as relevant or irrelevant.
First stage: evaluation of content-based and context-aware recommendation
In this section, we present a first experiment conducted to evaluate the precision of the personalization and the context-aware recommendation functionalities available in News@hand (sections 3.3 and 3.4). We also aimed to investigate the influence of each mechanism in the integrated system, measuring the precision of the recommendations when a combination of both models is used. 16 members of our department were requested to participate. They were 12 undergraduate/graduate students, and 4 lecturers.
The experiment comprised two phases, each composed of two different tasks. In the first phase, only the personalization module was active, and the tasks were different in having the semantic expansion (see section 3.1) enabled or disabled. In the second phase, the contextualization and semantic expansion functionalities were active. In its second task, the personalized recommendations were also enabled. More details are given in the next subsection.
A task was defined as finding and evaluating those news items that were relevant to a given goal. Each goal was framed in a specific domain, and we considered three domains: telecommunications, banking and social care issues. For each domain, a user profile and two search goals were set as explained below. Table 2 shows a summary of the involved tasks. To simplify the searching tasks, they were defined for a pre-established section and query. Hence, for example, the task goal of finding news items about software piracy, illegal downloads and file sharing, Q 1,2 , was reduced to evaluate those articles existing in Entertainment section that were retrieved with the query "music".
In order to cover as many system configurations as possible with the available users, the assignment of the tasks was set according to the following principles:
 A user should not repeat a query during the experiment.  The domains should be equally covered by each experiment phase.  A user has to manually define a user profile once in the experiment. For each phase, the combination of personalized and context-aware recommendations was established as a linear combination of their results using two weights w p , w c
In the personalization phase, the contextualization was disabled (i.e., w c =0). Its first tasks were performed without semantic expansion, and its second tasks had the semantic expansion activated. In the contextualization phase, w c was set to 1, and the expansion was enabled. Its first tasks were done without personalization (w p =0), and its second tasks were influenced by the corresponding profiles (w p =0.5).
As mentioned before, a fixed user profile was used for each domain. Some of them were predefined profiles, and others were created by the users during the experiment, using the profile editor of News@hand. In addition, some tasks were done with user profiles containing concepts belonging to all the three domains.
There is also an important issue about how the users rated. Every time the user read an item, he had to assess whether the item was relevant to the profile, to the current goal, or to both/neither of them. In each situation, a different rating criterion was defined:
 Rate with 1 star if the item was not relevant.  Rate with 2 stars if the item was relevant to the current goal.
 Rate with 3 stars if the item was relevant to the profile.  Rate with 4 stars if the item was relevant to the current goal and the profile. These rating constraints gave us a bounded frame for evaluation. In the next subsections, it will be shown that they also allowed us to have different criteria to set the class values of the training samples.
Content-based phase
The objective of the two tasks performed in the first experiment phase was to evaluate the importance of activating the semantic expansion of our recommendation models. The following are the steps the users had to do in these tasks:
 Launch the query with the personalization module deactivated.  Rate the top 15 news items.  Launch the query with the personalization module activated (and the semantic expansion enabled/disabled depending on the case).  Rate again the top 15 news items. At the end of this phase, each user had rated 30 items with expansion enabled and 30 with expansion disabled.
Contextualization phase
The objective of the two tasks performed for the second experiment phase was to evaluate the quality of the results when the contextualization functionality is activated and combined with personalization. The steps done in this case are the following:
 Launch the query with the contextualization activated (semantic expansion enabled, and personalization enabled/disabled depending on the case).  Rate the top 15 news items, and evaluate as relevant (clicking the title) the first item related to the task goal. Doing this the current semantic context is updated.  Repeat the last two steps twice (the last time it is not necessary to update the context, since the evaluation will not continue). At the end of this phase, each user had rated 45 items with personalization on and 45 items with personalization off. He had also evaluated as relevant 4 news items that were incorporated into the context.
Selection of sample attributes and classes based on evaluation parameters
Each user had to assign a rating depending on the four existing possibilities for each news item: relevant to the goal (2), the profile (3), both (4), and neither of them (1) . Considering these four options, we defined three different criteria to classify an item (sample) as relevant:
 The item is relevant in general, if the user has rated it with 2, 3 or 4.  The item is relevant to the current goal, if the user has rated it with 2 or 4.  The item is relevant to the profile, if the user has rated it with 3 or 4.
In this work, we focus on the second criterion, although a preliminary analysis with the first one is also tested because of its generality.
In addition to the sample classes, according to the evaluation made, we selected those attributes whose impact on the recommendations we wanted to analyze. For each item rating log entry, we chose several attributes that can be categorized as follows: 
Second stage: evaluation of collaborative recommendation
A second experiment was conducted with News@hand to evaluate the collaborative recommendation models included in the system. One of the objectives of this experiment was to compare the relevance judgments given by the users with the recommendations obtained using the CF approach explained in section 3.5. The comparison will be given by the model built applying the ML techniques explained in section 4, in such a way that CF values (potential recommended items) should be correlated with the relevance judgments, at least, when certain model conditions are fulfilled. The 16 members of our department who participated in the previous experiment were again requested to take part of the evaluation presented herein. Each user performed three different tasks, assessing news recommendations for three news sections: Business, Sports and World (see below why we selected these sections). For each task, two subtasks were defined:  In the first subtask, the users had to rate a number of news items from a random list.  In the second subtask, the users had to rate several news items from a list generated with the personalization functionality activated. Each subtask was defined as finding out and rating those news items that were "related to" a personal user profile. By "related to" we mean that a news item contains semantic annotations whose concepts appear in the user's profile.
Similarly to the experiment described in previous section, the evaluators were asked to define their preferences. However, in this case, they could only select preferences from a given list of semantic concepts. They were provided a form with a list of 128 semantic concepts, classified in 8 different domains. From this list the users had to select a subset of concepts, and assign them negative/positive weights according to personal interests. Table 3 shows the concepts available for each domain, and the average number of preferences per user. On average, each profile was created with 7.8 preferences per domain, duplicating the preferences introduced by the users when they had to manually search the concepts in the ontology browser (first stage). In the next subsections, we explain in detail the different tasks performed by the users, and the data extracted from their interaction with the system in order to draw appropriate conclusions.
Interaction with the system
The users had to perform three tasks, each of them in one of the following news sections: Business, Sports and World. Successively, for each section, a user had to:
 Deactivate the personalization functionality, and display the news items of the section. The goal is to present to all the users the same set of news items, in order to obtain a "shared" group of rated items (this is very important for the collaborative filtering model, since this step reduces the sparsity).  Rate 20 news items that are related (with negative or positive weights) to the user profile. Taking into account the similarities between item annotations with user preferences, assign a 1-5 start rating to the selected news items. No restriction is placed on which items have to be rated.  Activate the personalization functionality, and display again the news items of the section. This time the order (ranking) of the news items is different to the one shown previously.  Rate (as explained before) 50 news items not evaluated previously. With this strategy, the 16 users provided a total of 3,360 ratings for 859 different news items.
Selection of training sample attributes
The training sample creation was performed similarly as in the previous experiment, but since the experiment setup was different, the attributes to consider also changed. For example, this time, context was not evaluated, all the profiles were manually defined, and semantic preference expansion was always activated. After this simplification, the relevant sample attributes for this experiment are the following:
 User-based features -Profile size: an integer attribute indicating the total number of concepts included in the profile (the same as before).  Model-based features -Topic section: name of the news section in which the rated item appeared.
-Ranking result page: number of the page in which the rated item appeared. Each page shows five news items. -Personalized recommendations: a Boolean value indicating whether the personalized recommender was activated or deactivated. -Collaborative filtering algorithm: since we consider two different collaborative filtering algorithms, this is a nominal attribute: user-based and itembased. However, we have preferred to combine samples with values obtained from the same algorithm to facilitate the ML algorithm classification task. This means that we have two sets of samples: one for each collaborative filtering algorithm. -Collaborative filtering value: a number indicating the value given by the recommender system for a particular pair of user and item, given the rest of user ratings (predicted value, see section 3.5).
Results
This section presents the results obtained using ML techniques to analyze the evaluations previously described. These results are classified into three different categories, according to the consequences that can be drawn from them. Firstly, we present the results related to the personalization phase (first stage), where the impact of the semantic expansion is considered. Secondly, the contextualization phase (first stage) results are presented, where the importance of context combined with personalization is studied. Finally, results related to the collaborative filtering phase are shown (second stage), where correlation between predicted and real ratings is analyzed. Furthermore, some conclusions about the evaluation itself are shown in the discussion section. For developing these results, Weka ML toolkit [26] and Taste library 2 were used. The Decision Trees presented in the figures of this section were generated using different parameters according to the stage they refer. Specifically, in the first stage we generated the trees using the following parameters 3 : "-C 0.3 -M 5", whereas in the second stage we used "-R -N 3 -M 25". Although we tried with different configurations, we chose the ones presented here because they generate comprehensible but detailed trees.
Furthermore, we have to note that every decision tree presented in this work report more than a 69% of predictive accuracy in a 10-fold cross-validation experiment (the maximum accuracy obtained is 80%). Based on these results, we can assume the induced models by the decision trees are trustworthy enough to obtain reliable results.
Learning model features from personalized recommendations
In the personalization phase, we wanted to investigate whether the semantic expansion helps the user to find relevant news. After using ML techniques we found more useful user and system features:
 Profile size. In Figures 5 and 6 , it can be seen that this user feature is useful when retrieving relevant items, and is connected with expansion and activation of personalization. In figure 5 we can see that, in the Business section, if the profile size is between 5 and 12 concepts, it is very likely that user will find relevant news. On the other hand, in Figure 6 , it can be seen that a small profile produces more irrelevant news to be retrieved.  Ranking page. Fortunately, the system retrieves relevant news in the first page (top 5 news items), as shown in Figures 5 and 7 . Because of that, our analysis focused on sub-trees where the ranking page has a value of 1.  Expansion. The importance of this model feature is shown in Figure 7 , where users find relevant news only when personalization and expansion are activated. Figure 5 . Branch when profile size is less than 12, using all available logs (general evaluation) Figure 6 . Branch when profile size is less than 12, using all available logs (general evaluation)
In general, we have found that using personalization in combination with semantic expansion improves the performance in the first page. Although not all the news sections behave equally, this seems to be true in general sections such as Headlines, despite the fact that in the second and third pages, personalization improves little and needs the help of other strategies, such as contextualization (see next subsection).
Learning model features from context-aware recommendations
In the experiments, we found some model features are more likely to help in contextaware recommendations. For instance, personalization was a well-performing system setting when it is combined with context. Although sometimes context alone performs well (Figure 7 ), in Figure 8 we show an example where context needs personalization to obtain good results. Another relevant indicator is the context size (Figure 8 ). In previous experiments [4] , it showed better discrimination power, but in the current ones, its main function is to distinguish between when the context was on or off. A model feature that does not have influence in context is the fact of having manual preferences or not, since the context has more to do with the short term preferences, rather than long term ones. 
Learning model features from collaborative recommendations
The goal of the second stage was to investigate whether collaborative filtering predicted values correlates with human relevance judgments or not. A first conclusion can be drawn after analyzing Figures 9, 10 and 11: in most cases, collaborative filtering algorithms predict successfully the relevant class of a news item. However, a different behavior can be found between the two algorithms used here (item-based and userbased). If we focus on Figures 10 and 11 , we can see differences in the 'TopicSection' classification. 'Business' is a very specific section, and most of its items are very similar. Item-based algorithm lacks of information, and needs the assistance of other methods to be able to classify items as relevant or irrelevant. At the same time, 'World' section is a very general section, containing objects of different types, which gives a lot of information in order to fulfill its goal. User-based algorithm behaves quite the opposite, which gives us the results shown in Figures 9 and 10 . 'Sports' section has to be left aside, since most of the users choose no concepts related with this section, resulting in irrelevant news retrieved by the system very often.
The predictive power of these algorithms can be seen in Figure 11 , where, in this case, two threshold values can be inferred, in order to guess if the news item will be relevant or not. In this figure, these two values are 2.752 (above this value a news item can be considered relevant) and 1.967 (below this value news are irrelevant with a great confidence). A similar situation happens in Figure 10 , where only the threshold to set irrelevant news is shown. This situation allows us to focus on a more limited set of news items: the ones located between the two thresholds. This set is not large, but ambiguous, since a value of 2.5 can be positive for one person but negative for another one. It is worthwhile noting personalization methods are indeed helpful in order to discriminate relevant news items pertaining to this small set.
Profile size has been found to be a very informative feature (see Figure 9 ). Another discriminative feature is the ranking page (Figure 10 ), although in this experiment it has less classification power than in the previous ones already explained (compare with Figure 7 , for example).
Finally, personalization confirms its utility once again. For example, in Figure 11 , activated personalization helps the collaborative filtering algorithm to classify an item as relevant when the predicted value is ambiguous (and, in this case, along with a profile not too big). Figure 9 . Branch with CF value greater than 2.76, using a user-based algorithm Figure 10 . Branch with CF value less than 2.76, using a user-based algorithm Figure 11 . Whole tree generated by using an item-based algorithm
In general, we have found that the values predicted by collaborative filtering algorithms are very close to real ones. Indeed, if a predicted value is extreme (above 3.5 or below 1.5), in most of the cases, we can be confident of that, and classify the item accordingly. This situation is improved when it is combined with our personalization algorithms. In a future analysis, we have to verify if such a combination with our context and expansion models also leads to similar improvements.
Discussion
We have presented a method for the automatic, iterative refinement of a recommender system by a virtuous cycle with three main steps. First, an initial recommendation model is run on a set of available input data, to compute suggestions for a given user. Next, the obtained outputs are analyzed in order to identify latent dependencies between model characteristics recommendation quality, in order to single out the most relevant ones. Finally, adjusting the identified characteristics, a new recommendation model is produced, aiming to generate more accurate results. The work herein presented focuses on the identification of such relevant model characteristics.
The proposed approach applies ML techniques to learn the user and system features that favor correct recommendations by the system. Specifically, for every recommendation evaluated (rated) by the user a training sample is created. The attributes of the sample are the target characteristics for analysis, and their values are taken from log information databases. The training example is assigned one of two possible classes, correct or incorrect, depending on whether the user evaluated the corresponding recommendation as relevant or irrelevant. The ML strategy consists of a classification algorithm on these examples.
The presented approach has been tested in the News@hand recommender system [8] . Further work is needed to measure the performance improvements obtained in that system after applying the proposed strategy, as well as to investigate other machine learning techniques, apart from decision trees, in order to select the most relevant model features.
Besides assessing the potential direct benefits on recommendation performance, further findings were drawn from the empiric experience with regards to the experimental methodology itself, identifying shortcomings and weaknesses. We found out that the first stage of our evaluation was unbalanced in terms of the difficulty to obtain news items relevant for each task. The decision tree in Figure 12 is such an example. The classifier infers that most of the users liked (almost) every news item in a particular section, while in other sections this is conditional on other parameters such as the ranking page or other model characteristics. The task related to the Science section was identified as 'very easy' by the users, probably because the query used in this task biased the results to be relevant to the goal. We also observed that some tasks performed better when contextualization was activated. This could be caused by the fact that a particular goal was very specific, and there was no profile focused on that domain (in our case, Business section). A similar situation was the one in which the profiles had to be very specific to get some results. Since the users were not finding relevant news items, the context was useless (this happened in Entertainment section). Finally, another important conclusion concerns the manual profiles. When users create theirs profiles, they do not know anything about which will be their goals or queries, which makes very difficult for personalization algorithms to rank relevant news in the first pages. Figure 12 . Fragment of the decision tree with unbalance node load.
